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Price: $98; Virtuoso solo violin with ultra-deep sampling; 88 articulations and over 20,000 samples; 3 Advanced True
Polyphonic Legatos. Combaudus (Combojarra, 2013) A titanic live album for 35-channel digital surrounds. Speaking about it, it
is not necessary to explain for a long time what it is. This is the project where the infinity of organ sound is closely intertwined
with the absolute space of space music. Each "locomotive" in this album is a whole world, at the same time being the world of
the whole. Maybe it sounds too poetic, but it's true. This is a radical experiment, and it's hard for me to imagine how it can be
compared with the work of modern virtuosos. Combaoudus is an explosion that happened at the end of 2013. He impressed

everyone who, in our opinion, has contributed the most to music in the last few years. Castle Rock (Randall, 2013), The Best of
K. Brooks, The Best Of C.C. Eliot The continuation of the story about what was the best album of the year for me this year is
over. The next story will be on a purely personal basis: about the album that made the maximum impression on me personally.

Previous publications in this magazine: Classic Jazz from Blackmore's Night Reviews for LP-albums on youtube: --- It was
wonderful, the perfect album. The light quotation style slightly dilutes the mediocre material, but does not exhaust the soul. The

perfect soundtrack for a good movie.
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